
AN ANALYSIS OF ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOOS NEST A NOVEL BY

KEN KESEY

One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest is the critically acclaimed novel by Ken Kesey. This novel centers on a mental
institution and the crazy.

Look at what happened to the person that tried, and he was only fictional. Anthony, Idaho banned it and fired
the teacher who assigned it. Randle fights the System by constantly breaking the rules, cracking jokes and
organising unusual activities. Anthony, Idaho Freemont High School and the teacher who assigned the novel
was fired. Ruckly: A hell-raising patient who challenges the rules until the Big Nurse authorizes his lobotomy.
The trip galvanizes the group, and they return to the hospital to exhibit their newfound individuality. The
Lifeguard: An ex-professional football player, he still has the cleat marks on his forehead from the injury that
scrambled his brains. He runs a card table, captains the ward's basketball team, comments on Nurse Ratched's
figure, incites the other patients to conduct a vote about watching the World Series on television, and
organizes an unsupervised deep-sea fishing trip. The time can not exactly be derived from the text, but it is
probably situated in the late 50s or early 60s, the second part of the Twentieth century. Harding suggests that
the nurse could threaten to expose him as a drug addict if he stood up to her. In my opinion the whole story
was starting to be interesting after pages or even more. The cuckoo's nest is the hospital and the one who flew
over it is McMurphy. They keep order on the ward mainly by threatening the patients. Description of the main
characters: Randle Patrick McMurphy: Randle is a red-haired, smooth-talking convict who fakes hearing
strange sounds in order to escape the hard work at Pendleton Work Farm. Chief Bromden killed McMurphy;
he smothered him with a pillow. Jim Sefelt and Bruce Fredrickson: Two epileptic patients. The theme s : The
struggle of the individual against the system. Well you're not! Chief Bromden is the main character. Chief
Bromden, the narrator, a supposedly mute and deaf half Native American patient, tells the story of what
happens when Randle Patrick McMurphy comes to stay. When he eventually returns, McMurphy attempts to
hide the mental strain he is enduring with a false show of bravado. Your very own opinion: I think the book
was a bit strange. Turkle: An elderly African American aide who works the late shift in the ward. At one point
McMurphy decides to fall in line when he learns his stay in the ward is indefinite and his release is solely
determined by the Big Nurse. In this confined area, isolated from the outside world, patients and staff follow a
precise routine. The rhyme was part of a childhood game played with him by his Indian grandmother: Ting.
Why, why not? This is evident when McMurphy tricks the other men into not believing that the Chief could
lift the control panel. Because the party involves breaking hospital rules, the inmates are forced into a situation
in which they will have to defend themselves. Eventually, after McMurphy nearly chokes her to death in a fit
of rage, Nurse Ratched has him lobotomized. He is a Native American who happens to be a paranoid
schizophrenic. McMurphy responds by attempting to strangle her. Scanlon: A patient obsessed with
explosives and destruction. He stands against the wall in a disturbing messianic position with arms
outstretched. He fails, but rips open her uniform to expose her large breasts, revealing her sexuality, which
weakens her authority over the patients. The first night McMurphy is in the ward, Bromden dreams Blastic is
hung by his heel and sliced open, spilling his rusty visceral matter. She has a vendetta against McMurphy and
ultimately wins the battle between them. Randle has won the bet. Her patients are divided into the Acutes and
the Chronics. One night, Rawler castrates himself while sitting on the toilet and bleeds to death before anyone
realizes what he has done. McMurphy is the Irishman sentenced to a mental hospital. Described as very
attractive. Interestingly, many are there voluntarily. A very strong Red Indian who pretends he cannot hear or
speak. Chief returns to the ward before McMurphy, and discovers that he and McMurphy are now heroes to
the other men.


